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CURVES ON K-THEORY AND THE DE RHAM HOMOLOGY 
OF ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS 

JOHN O. RYAN 

ABSTRACT. This paper describes the generalization to arbitrary associative al-
gebras of the complex of "typical curves on algebraic K -theory" and shows, 
in particular, that for certain Q-algebras, A, the complex is isomorphic to 
the "generalized de Rham complex," (H H. (A), B), in which B is Connes' 
operator acting on the Hochschild homology groups of A . 

O. INTRODUCTION 

In [BI], Bloch defined a cochain complex of "typical curves" on the algebraic 
K-theory of commutative Fp-algebras. The background to Bloch's paper is the 
result of Van der Kallen that, for commutative Z[I/2]-algebras R, the group 

~K2(R) ~f ker(K2(R[T]f(T2)) T.::;O K2(R)) 

is isomorphic to the group of Kaehler differentials nk/z' and the fact that the 
group 

is isomorphic to the additive group '7F(R) of (Cartier's) generalized Witt vec-
tors with coefficients in R. Cartier had shown that, for smooth connected 
commutative formal groups G over a ring R, the role that is played by the 
Lie algebra of G (which is just ~G(R) in the above notation) when R is a 
Q-algebra is played in general by the group (with operators) of "curves on G ," 
Woo G(R). Bloch showed that, if R is a commutative smooth local ring, then 
the "curves on the symbol part of K-theory" (i.e., the groups 

WooK;ym(R) ~f IL~ker(K;ym(R[T]/(Tn)) T.::;O K;ym(R)) 

where the superscript "sym" denotes the subgroup generated by the generalized 
Steinberg symbols) are modules over '7F(R) , and that there is a derivation 
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As in the case of Cartier's curves on formal groups, the invertibility of a set of 
rational integers in R allows one to define idempotents in the ring of operators 
on the curves and determines a direct product decomposition of the complex 
(<?JooK;ym(R) ; 8) into isomorphic "typical" pieces. Bloch showed that, if R 
is a perfect field of characteristic p > 2 and X a smooth scheme over R, 
then the hypercohomology of X with coefficients in the (sheafification of the) 
complex of p-typical curves on K:ym(&,x) is isomorphic to (Grothendieck's) 
"crystalline cohomology" of X. Recall that crystalline cohomology was devised 
as a generalization (for arbitrary bases and for not-necessarily smooth schemes) 
of the de Rham cohomology of smooth schemes over fields of characteristic 
zero (cf. [Gro]). Bloch's was the first work to show that, for smooth schemes 
(over Fp), crystalline cohomology could be calculated as the hypercohomology 
of a cochain complex (rather than in terms of toposes or of local liftings to 
characteristic zero). Bloch's complex has been reconstructed by Illusie "without 
the K-theory" following Deligne's modification of earlier work by Lubkin (cf. 
[Ill]). 

In another direction, Grayson and Stienstra (following work by Almqvist) 
have constructed complexes from the K -theory of the "exact category of endo-
morphisms over a commutative ring R," i.e., from the category whose objects 
are pairs (M, a), in which M is a finitely generated projective R-module 
and a an endomorphism of M. The map that takes an endomorphism to its 
characteristic polynomial induces a map from the Grayson-Stienstra complex 
(K.(EndR ) , 8) to Bloch's complex of curves (<?JooK;ym(R); 8). This leads to 
many simplifications of Bloch's arguments (cf. [St 1]) 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In § 1, the complex of curves on 
K -theory is defined for arbitrary rings. The definitions are fairly straightforward 
modifications of those of Bloch. The proofs, however, rely on the pairing 

<?JooKp(R) x Kq(Nil(B)) -+ Kp+q(R ® B), 

which is nondegenerate as B varies over commutative rings. This brings to 
bear Steinstra's results, allowing easy proofs of the general properties of the 
complex. 

§2 examines the case in which the ring R is a Q-algebra. Here, the crucial 
result needed is Goodwillie's theorem [Go 1] linking rational K -theory relative 
to a nilpotent ideal to rational relative cyclic homology. The conclusion of §2 is 
Theorem 2.8, which gives a simple homological interpretation of the complex 
of typical curves on the K -theory of Q-algebras that satisfy a certain condition 
which I call the "(K-theoretic) curves condition." 

Note. Chuck Weibel has pointed out to me that he had noted (in an unpublished 
letter to Stienstra) the fact that Goodwillie's theorem allows the determination 
of the groups <?JooK.(A) , for Q-algebras A. Thus, the results at the beginning 
of §2.2 are already well known to the experts. I would like to thank him for 
introducing me to the work of Stienstra and Bloch and for answering the many 
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questions that I asked. I would also like to thank Gerhard Hochschild for his 
constant encouragement and advice. 

1. THE COMPLEX OF TYPICAL CURVES ON K-THEORY 

1.1. The V and F operators. 

Definition (cf. [BI]). Let R be a ring, m a positive integer. We define the group 
of curves of length m on the algebraic K-theory of R, C{?mK*(R) , by 

C{?mK*(R) = ker(K*(R[T]/(Tm)) T~O K*(R)). 

The groups C{?mK* (R) form a cofiltered diagram (= projective system) with 
respect to the maps induced by the natural ring homomorphisms: 

(M ~ n). 

We denote the limit of this diagram by C{?ooK. (R) , which we regard as a topo-
logical group (with the "projective limit topology"). We will refer to elements 
of C{?ooK* (R) as, simply, curves on K* (R) . 

For each positive integer n, the ring homomorphisms 

Pn : R[T]/(Tm) ~ R[T](Tnm) , 
T ....... Tn 

induce continuous endomorph isms ~ and Fn of C{?ooK*(R): Vn is the limit 
of the maps 

C{?mK. (R) ~ ~mK.(R) 
induced (directly) by Pn; Fn is the limit of the maps 

~mK* (R) ~ C{?mK* (R) 
which are the transfer maps associated with Pn . 

Proposition 1.1. The following identities hold for the operations Fn and Vn on 
the group of curves on K. (R) , for an ring R: 

(1) V, = F, = 1; Fn 0 Vn = n (= multiplication by n); Fm 0 Fn = Fnm; 
Vn 0 Vm = Vnm (for all positive integers n, m ). 

(2) If m and n are relatively prime then 

Vn 0 Fm = Fm 0 Vn· 
(3) If R is an Fp-algebra, then ~ 0 Fp = p. 

Proof. The relations in (1) are obvious from the definitions; those of (2) and 
(3) will be proved in Corollary 2.3 below. 

To prove assertions (2) and (3) of Proposition 2.1 (as well as other relations 
between operators on curves) we need to define (as in [BI]) a pairing between 
curves on the K -theory of a ring R and the K -groups of a category of nilpotent 
endomorphisms. 
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Definition. Let B be a ring. Let Nil(B) denote the exact category whose objects 
are pairs (M, P), in which M is a finitely generated projective B-module 
and P a nilpotent endomorphism of M. Morphisms 4>: (M, P) ....... (N, 0:) 
in Nil(B) are B-linear maps 4>: M ....... N satisfying 0: 0 4> = 4> 0 P; exact 
sequences in Nil(B) are determined by the exactness ofthe underlying sequence 
of morphisms of B-modules. 

Nil(B) is filtered by the exact full subcategories Filn(Nil(B)), whose objects 
are those pairs (M, P) for which pn = o. The K-groups of Nil(B) are, 
thus, (as in [Q]) filtered colimits (= "inductive limits") of the K-groups of the 
Filn (Nil(B)) 'so 

Now, for any rings Rand B and any positive integer n, there is a biexact 
functor 

9'(R[T]/(Tn)) x Filn Nil(B) ....... 9'(R ®z B) 

defined by 
(M, (N, P)) 1-+ M ®Z[T]ITn Np 

where Np denotes N viewed as a Z[T]/(Tn)-module via P and where, as 
usual, 9'(A) denotes the exact category of finitely generated projective A-
modules for any ring A. 

Via Waldhausen's QQ-construction (see, for example, [Gr 1]) there is an 
induced linear map: 

()n: Kp(R[T]/Tn) ®z Kq(Filn Nil(B)) ....... Kp+q(R ®z B). 

The ()n's are coherent with respect to the maps induced by the natural ring 
homomorphisms: 

(M? m) 

and the inclusions 
Film(Nil(B)) '--+ FilM(Nil(B)). 

Thus, there is a linear map (functorial in Rand B) 

(): IL~Kp(R[T]/Tn) ®z Kq(Nil(B)) ....... Kp+q(R ®z B). 

There is an obvious split inclusion: 

9'(B) ~ Nil(B) . 

If we denote by K*(Nil(B)) the kernel of K*(Nil(B)) ....... K.(B) , then the pairing 
() gives rise to a natural pairing, which we also denote by (): 

(): CflooKp(R) ®z Kq(Nil(B)) ....... Kp+q(R ®z B). 

The crucial point to note about the above pairing () is that it is nondegener-
ate, even as B varies over only commutative rings. Specifically, if 0: E CflooKp (R) 
is such that the image 1Cno: of 0: in Cfl"Kp(R) is nonzero, then, if Pn is the 
element [(Z[T]jTn, T)] - [(Z[T]/Tn ,0)] of Ko(Nil(Z[T]/Tn)) , we see that 
()(o: ® Pn ) = 1Cno:. 
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A consequence of this is that, if we define a filtration on Cf? K* (R) by 

Filn Cf?ooKp (R) = {o: E Cf?ooKp (R): V commutative rings B, 

Vp E Kq(Filn Nil(B)), (}n(nnO: ® P) = a}, 

then 
Filn Cf?ooKp(R) = ker(Cf?ooK*(R) ~ ~K*(R)). 

In other words, the pairing with K* (Nil B) for commutative rings B determines 
the topology on Cf?ooK* (R) . 

We can define operators ~ and Fn on K* (Nil(B)) for any ring B as follows 
(cf. [Gr 2)). Fn is induced by the exact functor 

Filnm Nil(B) ---> Film Nil(B) , 
(M, P) I-t (M, pn). 

Vn is induced by the exact functor 

(M, P) I-t (F~$::I([Bt ~ r"mo NTj))' . 
a ... I a 

Note that Vn and Fn stabilize the image of K* (B): this is obvious for Fn ; for 
Vn ' we note that 

( 
E!)n [~ ~ M , a . 

a··· 
a 

has a filtration with quotients (M, a)-the stability of K* (B) now follows from 
Quillen's resolution theorem [Q]. 

Lemma 1.2. Let Rand B be rings, 0: E Cf?ooKp(R) , P E Kq(Nil(B)) , n ~ 1 ; 
the the pairing {} satisfies 

and 
{}(Fno: ® p) = {}(o: ® VnP) . 

The proof is immediate from the definitions. 

Corollary 1.3. The above lemma and the nondegeneracy of the pairing {} allow 
us to use Stienstra's results (Theorem 1. 8 of [St 1)) on the operators ~ and Fn 
on KJNil(B)) (for commutative rings B) to prove the remaining relations of 
Proposition 2.1. 
1.2. Typification. If R is a commutative ring and A a central R-algebra (i.e., 
if the image of R is contained in the center of A), then Cf?ooKJA) is a (topo-
logical) module over the Cartier ring Cart(R) (cf. [Laz)). Recall that Cart(R) 
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is the topological ring whose elements are infinite sums of the form 

m,n;:::t 

in which r m n E R and, "In, r m n = 0 if n » O. The action of the elements 
[r] on curves is via "homotheties'," i.e., via the homomorphisms 

A[T]/Tn -+ A[T]/Tn , 

T f-+ rT. 

Note that the operation of an element of the form (*) on a curve in ~ooK*(A) is 
defined (this follows from the fact that the topology on ~ooK* (A) is determined 
by the pairing with the K-groups of Nil(B) for commutative algebras B, from 
Lemma 2.2, and from the fact that Vp E Kq(Nil(B) , FnP = 0, "In» 0). 

One of the crucial points about the Cartier ring Cart(R) is that invertible 
(rational) integers in R determine idempotents in Cart(R); specifically, if 'l/ is 
a set of rational primes that are invertible in R, and if ('l/) is the multiplicative 
semigroups generated by 'l/, then the element 

1I:(PI) ~ L VnLu(n)/n]Fn 
nE(PI) 

(in which J.l is the Mobius function) is an idempotent in Cart(R) , and 
the image of the map "left multiplication by 1I:(PI)" coincides with 
nnE (PI) ker(left mult. by Fn)' 
Definition. If S is the complement of a set 'l/ of rational primes that are 
invertible in a ring R and if A is a central R-algebra, then the group of S-
typical curves on the K-theory of A, denoted g-s~ooK*(A), is the image of the 
(projection) map 11: (PI) on ~ooK*(A). 
Lemma 1.4 (Cartier). In the above notation, if PES then 

Fp 0 11: (PI) = 11: (PI) 0 Fp 
and 

~ 0 1I:(PI) = 1I:(PI) 0 ~. 

1.3. The derivation. To define the derivation a that makes the family of groups 
~ooK* (R) into a co chain complex, we need to recall the role of the groups 
K*(Nil(B)) in the localization theorem of K-theory. According to Quillen's 
proof of the localization theorem [GQ], if B is any ring and if 9't (B) denotes 
the exact category of finitely presented B-modules of projective dimension ~ 1 , 
then 
(t) 
is a homotopy-fibration. (Q is Quillen's Q-construction [Q]; the arrow v is 
induced by the exact functor 

Nil(B) -+ 9't (B[X]) , 

(M, P) f-+ Mp . 
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Topological terminology about categories and functors should be interpreted as 
referring to the induced maps on classifying spaces.) 

Let p. denote the connecting homomorphism 
-I . 

p. : K.(B[X, X ]) ---+ K._I (Ntl(B)) 

in the homotopy sequence of the homotopy-fibration (t). Now, if we specialize 
to the base B = Z[ T]j Tn , we can define a derivation 

8(n): ~ooKp(R) ---+ ~Kp+I (R) 

as follows: 
8(n)(a) = O(a ® P2{X- 1 , 1 - X-I T}), 

where P2{X- 1 , 1- X-I T} E KI (NilZ[T]jTn) is the image under the connect-
ing homomorphism P2 of the Steinberg symbol {X-I, 1 - X-I T} , and where 
o is the pairing 

0: ~ooKp(R) ® Kp(NilZ[T]jTn) ---+ ~Kp+q(R). 

The maps 8(n) clearly induce a map 

8: ~ooKp(R) ---+ ~ooKp+I (R). 

Proposition 1.5. Let R be any ring. Then the following identities hold for the 
operations ~, Fn , and 8 on the group of curves of K. (R) . 

(1) Vn 08 = n8 0 ~; 80 Fn = nFn 08, '<In. 
(2) • If (m, 2) = 1, then Fm 080 Vm = 8. 
(3) • If R is an F2-algebra, then F2 080 Vz = 8 . 

• In all cases, (F2 080 1-2 - 8) 0 ~ = ~ 0 (F2 080 Vz - 8) . 
• 28 2 = o. 

(4) • If R is an F2-algebra, then 8 2 = o. 
Proof. As with Proposition 2.1, the idea is to use the nondegeneracy of the 
pairing with K. Nil(B) and Stienstra's identities for operations on K. Nil(B) . 
In [St 1], Stienstra defined a derivation 8 on K. (Nil(B)) for any commutative 
ring B as follows. 

Let End(Z[y]; x(x-y)) denote the exact category of pairs (M, a) such that 
M is a finitely generated projective Z[y ]-module and a an endomorphism of 
M such that a(a - y) is nilpotent. Again, Quillen's proof of the localization 
theorem of K-theory identifies BQ End(Z[y]; x(x - y)) with the homotopy 
fiber of the localization 

-I -I BQ9'(Z[x, y]) ---+ BQ9'(Z[x , y, x ,(x - y) ]) . 

Thus, there is a long exact sequence 
-I -I 

••• ---+ Kj(Z[x , y]) ---+ Kj(Z[x , y, x ,(x - y) ]) 

..:. Kj_I(End(Z[y]; x(x - y))) ---+ •••• 
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Now, there is a biexact functor: 

End(Z[y]; x(x - y)) x Nil(B) !.. Nil(B) , 

((M, a), (N, P)) f-> (M ®z[y) Np ' a® 1) 

for any commutative ring B. Stienstra defines a derivation 

{}: Kp(Nil(B)) -t Kp+1 (Nil(B)) 

by {} (a) = ¢( -r( {y - x, x}) , a) . The following lemma shows how the derivation 
on curves is related to the derivation on K* (Nil(B)) . 

Lemma 1.6. Let A be a ring and let B be a commutative ring. Then, for any 
a E ~ooKp(A), P E Kq(Nil(B)) , we have that 

O({}a, P) = O(a, {}P). 
Proof. There are multiexact functors: 

and 

9'(A[T]/Trn (n+I)) x Filrn(n+I)(Nil(Z[y]/yn)) x Filn(Nil(B)) 

'II~n 9'(A ®z B) 

9'(A[T]/Trn(n+I)) x Filrn(End(Z[y]; x(x - y))) x Filn(Nil(B)) 

'II~n 9'(A ®z B) 

defined by 

and 
1f/~,n(M, (N, a), (P, P)) =M®Na®Pp 

1f/,;,n(M, (U, y), (P, P)) = M ® (U ® Pp)y®I' 
There is a natural functor 

jrn,n: Filrn(End(Z[y]; x(x - y))) -t Filrn(n+I)(Nil(Z[y]/yn)) 

defined by 
(M, a) f-> (M ®Z[y) Z[y]/yn, a ® 1). 

Moreover, it is easy to see that the functors If/:;' n and If/~' n 0 (/ X jrn, n X /) 

are isomorphic. 
Now, let 

joo,n: KI (EndZ[y]; x(x - y)) -t ~KI (NilZ) 
be defined by jOO, n = colimn K I Urn ,n) . 

Claim. joo,n(-r{y - x, x}) = p{x- I ,1 - x-Iy}. 
To prove the claim, one notes that the commutativity of the diagram: 

KI (End(Z[y]; x(x - y))) ~ K 2(Z[x, y, X-I, (x - y)-I]) 

1r '" 1 "- ®zrl"jZ[yl/y"" 

K2(Z[x, y, x-IJlyn) 
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implies that 
OC n -I j , (r{y-x,x})=p{y-x,X}=p{-x(l-x y),X} 

=p{-x,x}+p{x- I ,I-x-1y}. 

Since {-x, x} is always zero, this proves the claim. 
Now, if we take filtered colimits and co filtered limits in the only reasonable 

way, we can define 

~OCKp(A) x ~ocKq(NilZ) x K,(Nil(B)) ",,:00 Kp+q+r(A ® B), 
jjOO,OO 

~ ~ ",00,00 
~ocKp(A) x Kq(EndZ[y]; x(x - y)) x K,(Nil(B)) 2_ Kp+q+,(A ® B). 

We still have an isomorphism of functors 1fI';' oc 2:: 1fI~' oc 0 (l x jOC, oc X l) 
and equalities: 

OC oc -I -I IfII ' (a, p{x ,1-x y}, p) = 0(8a, p) 

II 
1fI,;,oc(a, r{y - x, x}, p) = O(a, 8 P). 

This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The results of the proposition now follow from Stienstra's identities ([St 1]) 

for the derivation on the complex K.(Nil(B)). 

Corollary 1.7. If S is the complement of a set Cf/ of (rationaf) primes that are 
invertible in a ring A, then the derivation 8 of the complex ~ocK. (A) commutes 
with the projection onto the group g-s~ocK.(A) of S-typical curves on the K-
theory of A. 

Corollary 1.8. The derivation 8 on ~ocK.(A) is a continuous linear map. 

Proof. Let no ~ 1 be such that the image of KI (Filn End(Z[y]; x(x - y))) 
o 

in KI (End(Z[y]; x(x - y))) contains the element r{y - x, x} (i.e., the ele-
ment used in Steinstra's definition of the derivation on K.(Nil(B))). Then 8 
maps the image of K.(Film Nil(B)) to K.+I (Filno(m+l) Nil(B)). Now by the 
above lemma, we can translate this into the statement that the derivation on 
the complex of curves maps Filno(m+l) ~ocKp(A) to Film ~ocKp+I (A) . 

2. THE HOMOLOGY IN THE CASE OF Q-ALGEBRAS 

2.1. Goodwillie's theorem. The calculation of the complex (g-0~ocK.(A), 8) 
for Q-algebras A relies on Goodwillie's theorem [Go 1], which says, in partic-
ular, that if A is a Q-algebra and I a nilpotent ideal in A, then there is an 
isomorphism 
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(We are using the fact that K.(A, l) is a Q-module [We 1].) Goodwillie's 
isomorphism is the composite of maps 

where HC: is the version of cyclic homology introduced by Goodwillie (in 
[Go 1]) and Hood and Jones (in [HJ]). Note in particular that the map a is the 
rational relative version of a homomorphism 

which is shown in [HJ] to be multiplicative. 

2.2. Stabilization of curves. Prior to Goodwillie's theorem there was no method 
for calculating ~ooK.(A) for any large class of rings, A. In [St 2], Stienstra 
showed that, in contrast to the case of K!ym, the (restriction) maps 

(N? n) 

are usually not surjective-even for Q-algebras. In light of Goodwillie's the-
orem, we can easily generalize that part of Stienstra's results to describe the 
restriction homomorphism for the groups of curves on Kp of Q-algebras for 
any p. What we will find is that the general pattern follows that noted by 
Steinstra in the case of K 3 • 

Notation (cf. [Ka], [Bur-O]). We will say that the cyclic homology of a Q-algebra 
A can be written in quasi-split form as 

HC.(A) = V. ® Q[u] + W. 

if the above is a direct sum decomposition of HC.(A) as a graded abelian 
group (in which the degree of u is 2) and if the "periodicity operator" S of 
cyclic homology (cf. [LQ]) annihilates the second summand and acts on the 
first summand by S(Li>O Vi ® u i ) = Li>1 Vi ® U i - I • 

The cyclic homology -of Q[T]/Tn has been computed (by Goodwillie and 
independently by Masuda and Natsume-cf. [Ka]) to be (in quasi-split form): 

Q[u] + E9 Q~2~ll 
m::::O 

(where the superscript in brackets is the degree). Note that the first term 
in the decomposition is just HC.(Q). If, then, we denote the quotient of 
HC.(Q[T]/Tn) divided by the subgroup HC.(Q) by Hc.(Q[T]/Tn) (and 
similarly for Hochschild homology iifI.), then the "Connes-Gysin sequence" 
splits into short exact sequences: 

- -
o -t Hc m-I (Q[T]/Tn) ~ iifI m(Q[T]/Tn) !... Hc m(Q[TlITn) -t O. 
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Now, HH.(Q[T]jTn) has been computed (cf., for example, 1.10 of [GRW]) in 
terms of cycles in the standard resolution. The result is as follows: 

{ 
Q[T]/Tn+l on generator 1 if m = 0, 

HHrn(Q[T]/Tn+1) = Q[T]/Tn on generator T~U if m = 2i + 1, 

Q[T]/Tn on generator TT~ if m = 2i (> 0) , 

where 
n n-l n-l 

Tn = cls([T IT] + T[T IT] + ... + T [TIT]), U = cls([T]), 

and the product is the shuffle product. 
From this description it is clear that, if q > 2n , then the restriction map 

Q[T]/Tq+1 ~ Q[T]jTn+1 

induces a map that annihilates T q and that, thus, the induced map on 
Hochschild homology is zero in degrees > 1 . 

It follows, then, from the Connes-Gysin short exact sequence that the restric-
tion homomorphism 

HCrn(Q[T]/~+I) ~ HCrn(Q[T]/Tn+1) 

is zero if m > 1 . For m = 0 , the restriction is the natural surjection: 

Q[T]/Tq+1 ~ Q[T]/Tn+1 . 
~ n+l For m = 1, the Connes-Gysin sequence shows that HC1(Q[T]jT ) = 0 for 

all n. 
The Kiinneth formula ([Bur-O] or [Ka]) for cyclic homology then implies 

that there are natural isomorphisms for any Q-algebra A: 

limHCrn(A[T]/Tn+1) ~ lim(HHrn(A) ® TQ[T]/Tn+1). 
+-n +-n 

Moreover, the proof of Theorem 5.6 of [GRW] shows that this isomorphism is 
the limit of the composite maps: 

H H.(A) ® iiH o(Q[T]jTn+1) sh~e iiH. (A[T]jTn+1) 

L HC.(A[T]jTn+1). 

The isomorphism ~ooK.+l(A) ~ HH.(A)i8lTQ[[T]] allows us to define the 
operations Vn , Fn , and a on the right-hand side. In order to calculate the 
complex of groups of 0-typical curves and its homology, we need explicit de-
scriptions of the action of each of these three operators on H H. (A)i8lTQ[[T]] . 

The operation Vn is (clearly) the homomorphism 
k nk a®T t->a®T . 

For Fn , we need to examine how the transfer map in K-theory gives rise to a 
map in cyclic homology relative to a nilpotent ideal. 
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cj>(n): A[T]/Tm -+ A[T]/Tnm , 
T f-t Tn 

cj>(n)p : GLp(A[T]/Tnm ) -+ GLnp(A[T]/Tm) 

with the property that 

trace( cj>(n)p (x)) = Tr"'(n) (trace(x)) . 

Moreover, 
k { 0 if n f k, 

Tr"'(n)(T ) = nTkln if n I k. 

The Dennis trace map [Ig] K.(A) -+ HH.(A) is the composite of the Hurewicz 
homomorphism with the map on homology induced by the trace map: 

ZB. GL(A) -+ ~(A) 

where the right-hand side is the group of Hochschild chains. From the effect of 
cj>(n) on traces and from the fact that the Dennis map determines Goodwillie's 
homomorphism, it is easy to see that the action of Fn on H H. (A)i8lTQ[[T]] 
is given by 

k {O ifnfk, 
a ® T f-t kin 

na ® T if n I k. 

Corollary 2.1. For any Q-algebra A, there is a natural isomorphism: 

g-(2)~ooK.+1 ~ HH.(A). 

The remainder of the paper is devoted to the calculation of the map J that 
makes the following diagram commutative: 

(2) a (2) 
g- ~ooK. --+ g- ~ooK*+1 

HH*(A) . 

I do not know how to do so in full generality, but only when the Q-algebra A 
satisfies the "K-theoretic curves conditions" below. 

K -theoretic curves conditions: A ring A is said to satisfy the K -theoretic 
curves condition if the natural map 

is a surjection for every n 2: 0 . 
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Examples. 
(1) If A is a smooth commutative algebra over Q, then A satisfies the 

K-theoretic curves condition. Indeed, HH*(A) is naturally isomorphic to the 
exterior algebra n~ and, for all n, K 2(A[T]jTn) (= n~ ® TQ[t]jTn) is gener-
ated by Dennis-Stein symbols of the form (aTk , b) [MS] which are obviously 
in the image of the restriction map from K2 (A[[T]]). The multiplicativity of 
Goodwillie's map then shows that 

Km+, (A[[T]]) ---+ n;®Q[[TJJ 
is surjective for all m ~ 0 . 

(2) If A satisfies the K-theoretic curves condition, then so does the matrix 
ring ~(A) for any n. 

Suppose, now, that A is a Q-algebra satisfying the K-theoretic curves con-
dition. We first define a (coherent) set of maps for each n: 

dn: K*(A[[T]]) ---+ K.+,(A[T]jTn) 

and a pairing: 

e: Kp(A[[T]]) x Kq(Nil(B)) ---+ Kp+q(A ® B) 

(for commutative Q-algebras B) such that the following diagram commutes: 

Kp(A[[TJ]) x K q+, (Nil(B)) 

jd. Kq(~:I(B)) ~K,+q+l (A OJ) B) 

Tinel. / 

(t) 

K p+, (A[y]jyn) x Kq(Filn Nil(B)) 

The pairing e is the map on K -theory induced by the biexact functor: 

.9(A[[TJ]) x Nil(B) ---+ .9(A ® B) , 

(M, (N, P)) f-+ M ®Z[[Tll Np . 

The map dn is defined as follows. The biexact functor 

.9(A[[T]]) x Nil(Z[y]jyn) ---+ Nil(A[y]jyn) , 

(M, (N, P)) f-+ (M ®Z[[Tll Np ' T) 

induces a map of homotopy fibrations: 
NiIZ[y]jyn ----+ .9, (Z[[TJJ[y]jyn) ----+ .9, (Z((T))[y]jyn) 

1 1 1 
NiIA[y]jyn ----+ .9,(A[[TJJ[y]jyn) ----+ .9,(A((T))[y]jy n) 

where A((T)) denotes A[[T]][T-']. 
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We now define 

to be the composite 

Kp(A[[T]]) £!l Kp+l (Nil(A[y]/yn)) ~ Kp+l (A[y]/yn) 

in which the map (1) is the pairing with the element p{ T- 1 , 1 - T- 1 y} of 
Kl (NilZ[y]/yn) (and p the connecting homomorphism in the homotopy se-
quence of the above fibration) and (2) is the map on K-theory induced by the 
"forgetful" map Nil(?) -+ 9'(?) . 

Now, recall Steinstra's definition of the derivation 8 of the complex 
K.(Nil(B)) (cf. the proof of Proposition 2.5 above), via multiplication by the 
element r{y - x , x} of Kl (End Z[y]; x(x - y)). There is an alternative way 
of defining Steinstra's derivation as follows. First, there is a biexact functor 

NilZ[y]/yn x Filn Nil(B) -+ Nil(B), 
((U, a), (N, P)) 1--+ (U ®z[Y)/yn Np ' a ® 1). 

Now, there is an exact functor: 

II: End(Z[y]; x(x - y)) -+ NilZ[y]/yn , 

(M, p) 1--+ (M ®Z[y) Z[y]/yn, p® 1) 

which induces a map of fibrations: 

End(Z[y]; x(x - y)) -+ 

lv 
NilZ[y]/yn 

Note that Kl (II) maps r{y - x, x} to p{T-1, 1 - T-1y}. We can therefore 
define 8 on K. (Nil B) in terms of the pairing of K. (Filn (Nil B)) with the 
element p{T- 1, 1 - T-1y} of NilZ[y]/yn. The commutativity of (t) now 
follows easily. 

Before we can express 8 in terms of a map on Hochschild homology groups, 
we need additional results on cyclic homology, which are the subject of the next 
section. 

2.3. A completed cone over a rillg. The main difficulty remaining in the compu-
tation of the homology of the complex (!T0~ooK. (A) , 8) is how to translate 8 
(defined in terms of the K-theory of a category Nil(B)) into a map on relative 
cyclic homology. To accomplish this, we modify an argument used in Quillen's 
proof of the "fundamental theorem" of K-theory [GQ]. This involves a sort of 
completion of the "cone" of a ring. 

For any ring R, we define rings C(R) and S(R) as follows. 
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Definition. C(R) is the ring of row-finite matrices with entries in R, i.e., ma-
trices X = (Xi,)i,jEN such that Xi,j E R and such that, for each i EN, 
3j(X, i)EN such that Xi,j=O, Vj>j(X, i). 

Let A(R) be the two-sided ideal of "uniformly row-finite" matrices in X = 
(Xi) E C(R) such that 3j(X) E N with the property that Xi,j = 0, Vj > 
j(X) . 

We denote the quotient C(R)/A(R) by S(R). 

Note that the ring A(R) does not satisfy Wagoner's condition (*) [Wa]-i.e., 
does not have "local two-sided identity elements." This means that there are 
problems of excision in defining K. (A(R)). We do, however, have the following 
commutative diagram in which F is the homotopy fiber of the map 

BQ.9(C(R)) ---t BQ.9(S(R)) 

and in which all the rows are homotopy-fibrations (cf. [GQ]). 

Q.9'(R) ____ ... Q.9'(C(R)) ____ .. Q.9'(S(R)) 

/1 /1 /1 

Q~il(RI -i-~~~··l= L(RII-"-l=I~(RIl 
/ / / 

QNil(R) .. Q.9'(R[[T]]) .. Q.9'(R((T))) 

The commutativity of the front face and the identification of Q Nil(R) as 
the homotopy fiber of 

Q.9(R[[T]]) ---t Q.9(R((T))) 

-where R((T)) denotes R[[T]][T-1]-are a result of Karoubi (cf. [We 2]). 
The arrow Q.9(R[[T]]) ---t Q.9(C(R)) comes from the homomorphism of R-
algebras: 

R[[T]] ---t C(R) 
o 
1 0 

Tt--->r= 0 1 0 
o 0 

The diagram makes evident the result of the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.2. For any ring R, there is a commutative diagram (natural in R): 

K.(R((T))) __ =--T ...... .....:T_--+1 K.(S(R)) 

1 1 
K._I (Nil(R)) ---+ K._I (R) --> K._I (C(R); A(R)) 

where K._I (C(R); A(R)) = 1C.(F) (F as in the previous diagram) and where 
the left map is the connecting homomorphism of the homotopy fibration: 

Q Nil(R) --> Q.9'1 (R[[T]]) --> Q.9'1 (R( (T))) . 

In fact, the right-hand arrow in the diagram of the lemma is an isomorphism. 
This follows from the following results. 

Lemma 2.3. For any ring R, C(R) is an infinite sum ring. 
Proof. The terminology "infinite sum ring" comes from [Wa], and the proof 
that C(R) is an infinite sum ring is a simple modification of Wagoner's result 
for C(R): one simply replaces consideration of "locally-finite endomorphisms 
of UN R " by "continuous endomorphisms of flN R ." 

Corollary 2.4. Kn(C(R)) = 0 for all n ~ O. 

This is a consequence of Wagoner's result [Wa] that Kn (A) = 0 for all infinite 
sum rings A. 

Corollary 2.5. The diagram of Lemma 3.2 determines a commutative diagram 
for any ring R: 

K.(R((T))) ---+ K.(S(R)) 

1 r 
K._I(Nil(R)) ---+ K._1(R). 

Before we can apply Goodwillie's isomorphism, we need to discuss the cyclic 
homology of C(R) for Q-algebras R. 

Proposition 2.6. For any Q-algebra R and any n ~ 0 

HCn(C(R)) = O. 
Proof. The idea is to mimic the proof of the equivalent result for K -theory-
that is, to use the fact that C(R) is an infinite sum ring to prove the acyclicity 
of the Lie algebra gl(C(R)). 

For any infinite sum ring A and any x = (x), y = (y .) E gl(A) , we 
l,j l,j 

define 
xEBY=(x ·EBY· .) l,j l,j 

where the EB on the right-hand side is the direct sum map A x A --> A. Note 
that, as in Wagoner's proof of the acyclicity of GL(A) [Wa], for any finite 
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subset XI' ... ,xn of gl(A) , there exist elements c, d of GL(A) such that 

(t) -I 
c(xi ffi O)c = Xi' 

-I . d(O ffi X) d = Xi for I = 1, .. , , n. 

Again, following Wagoner's argument, we define r: gl(A) ...... gl(A) by 
r«xi ,)) = (x;:'), where X I---> X OO is the infinite sum endomorphism of A. 
This satisfies the condition 

X ffi r(x) = r(x) \;;Ix E gl(A) . 

From this, it is easy to prove that the rational Lie algebra homology H.(gl(A)) 
is zero in positive degrees, as follows. 

Let L denote gl(A) , and let ~ denote the diagonal map 

~:L ...... LxL, 
X I---> (x, x). 

The equality (t) shows that the endomorphisms ffi 0 (l x r) 0 ~ and r agree on 
L. 

~ defines a coalgebra structure on H. (L) . There is also a multiplication: 

4l: H.(L) ®Q H.(L) ~ H.(L x L) H~9) H.(L). 

Claim. If we denote by [1] the homology class of the cycle 1 E Q in the Koszul 
resolution for L, then [1] is the unit for the multiplication 4l. 

To prove this claim, suppose z E "n(L). Then, [l]4l[z] = [Offi z]. Now, by 
(t), Offi z is GL(A)-conjugate to z; however, GL(A) acts trivially on H.(L) 
(this follows, for example, from Goodwillie's argument, pp. 402-403 of [Go 
2]). Thus, [0 ffi z] = [z]. Similarly [z]4l[I] = [z], proving the claim. 

Since H.(L) is, thus, a bialgebra, in order to prove that it is zero in positive 
degrees, it suffices to prove that there are nonzero primitive elements. This 
follows from the equality of ffi 0 (/ x r) 0 ~ and r, for if [z] E H.(L) is a 
primitive element, then 

H.(r)([z]) = H.(ffi 0 (l x r) 0 ~)([z]) 

= H.(ffi 0 (l x r))([z] ® [1] + [1] ® [z]) 
= [z] + H. (r)([z]) . 

This proves that H.(gl(A)) is zero in positive degrees for any infinite sum ring 
and Q-algebra A. It follows from [LQ] that the cyclic homology of A is zero 
in all degrees. 

The inclusion of (nonunital) Q-algebras A(R) ...... C(R) induces a long exact 
sequence in cyclic homology: 

......... HCn(A(R)) ...... HCn(C(R)) ...... HCn(C(R); A(R)) 

i HCn_I(A(R)) ...... ·.· . 
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The projection C(R) -- S(R) induces maps: 

Since HCn(C(R)) = 0 for all n, there is, thus, a homology suspension map: 

Let us denote by (j n-I the composite: 

(1 I ~ 

HCn_1 (R) -- HCn_1 (l(R)) ~ HCn(S(R)). 

The suspension can be described in terms of chains (cf. §2, No. 6-7 of [Bo]): 
given a cycle y in 97(l(R))n_1 (where 97(?). is the total complex whose 
homology is HC.(?)), there is a chain z in 97(C(R))n such that y = <5z. If 
z maps onto the cycle z in 97(S(R))n' then O'n_1 maps the homology class 
of y to the class of z. 

Lemma 2.7. For any Q-algebra, A, there is a commutative diagram: 

- k 
Kn+1 (A[y]/y) '-+ 

l~ 
~ k 
HCn(A[y]fy ) 

(in which the vertical maps are Goodwillie's isomorphisms, and in which the 
upper horizontal map is the map of Corollary 2.5). Moreover, the horizontal 
arrows are injections. 

Proof. The commutativity follows easily from the fact that the Goodwillie-
Hood-Jones map for any Q-algebra, R: 

is the map on homotopy groups that is induced by a map of spaces: 

in which 97.- is the total complex computing HC: and X is the functor from 
chain complexes to topological spaces which associates with a chain complex 97. 
the geometric realization of the simplicial abelian group corresponding (via the 
Dold-Kan equivalence) with the positive chain complex obtained by deleting 
the terms of negative degree in 97. (see [We 3]). There is, thus, a commutative 
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diagram in which the rows are homotopy fibrations: 

BGL+(R) 

~(nF)o 

1 
H 

r 
1(,£~r(A,(R))) - Cyl(X(i)) - Cone(X(i)) 

X(~-(R)) 

(Here, H is the homotopy fiber of the map X(~-(C(R))) ---. X(~-(S(R))), 
F is as in the diagram before Lemma 2.2 and i is the inclusion ~- (A,(R)) ---. 
~-(C(R)).) The homology suspension 

HC;_1 (A,(R)) ---. HC- (S(R)) 

is the composite of the map on homotopy groups induced by ic following the 
inverse of the connecting homomorphism in the bottommost fibration in the 
above diagram. 

It remains to prove the injectivity of HCn(A[Y]I/) ---. HCn+I(5\A[Y]I/)). 
This follows from the observations that: 

(1) Goodwillie's isomorphism and the isomorphism K.(R) ~ K.+I(S(R)) 
(where S(R) is the suspension of a ring R) prove that HC.(A[Y]I/) 
is isomorphic to iiC.+1 (S(A[Y]I/)); 

(2) the inclusion S(R) ....... S(R) induces an injection in cyclic homology for 
any Q-algebra, R. 

To prove the second of these reduces to showing that if z is a normalized 
Hochschild n-chain for S(R) that is the boundary of a (normalized) n + 1-
chain for S(R) , then there is a (normalized) n + I-chain for S(R) whose 
boundary is also z. This in turn reduces to the following (which is easily 
proved), namely that given a finite set of matrices Xl' ... ,Xp in C(R) and a 
sequence {mn: n 2:: I} of nonnegative integers, there is a sequence {mn: n 2:: I} 
such that, for every i, j = 1, ... , p, 

n(m.)(XiX) = n(m.)(n(m.)Xin(m.)X) 

where n(m.) denotes the linear projection from C(R) onto the subspace of 
matrices whose nth column is zero after the mn th term, for all n, that is 
defined by 

{ X.. if i < m, n(m )(X) . = I,j - j 
* I ,j 0 if i > m .. 

j 
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2.4. Calculation of the homology. We can now complete the calculation of the 
homology of the complex (y0'i&'ooK.(A) , 8) for Q-algebras A that satisfy the 
" K -theoretic curves condition." 

Recall that we have defined a coherent system of maps: 

dn: K. (AnT]]) --> K.+I (A[y]fyn) 

and an inclusion 

j: K.+I (A[y]/yn) '-> K.+2(S(A[Y]fyn)) 

such that j 0 dn is the composite: 

K.(AnT]]) Ql K.+2(A((T))[y]/yn) ~ K.+2(S(A[y]/yn)) 

where (i) is the K -theory product with the Steinberg symbol {T- 1 , 1- T- 1 y} E 
K 2(Q((T))[y]/yn) and (ii) is the map induced by the A[y]/yn-algebra homo-
morphism 

A((T))[y]/yn --> S(A[y]/yn) , 
Tf-+T. 

Since the Goodwillie-Hood-lones map 

is multiplicative, the map on HC- corresponding to the homomorphism (i), 
above, is the cyclic homology product with 

-I -I ~- n 
a(T ). a(l - T y) E HC2 (Q((T))[y]/y ). 

Now, the commutativity of the diagram 

K.(R) ----+ HC;(R) 

~1 
HH.(R) 

(where D is the Dennis trace) together with the well-known (and easy) fact that 
D( {x}) = cls(x- I ®x) (for any unit x in a commutative Q-algebra, R) shows 
that 

a(T- 1). a(l - T-1y) = cls{(T(1 - T-1y)-1 ® T- 1 ® (1 - T-1y)) 

_ (T(1 - T-1y)-1 ® (1 - T-1y) ® T- 1) 

+ higher order terms} . 

Since, by Goodwillie's theorem, we know that this is in the image of the map 
~ n ~- n p: HC1(Q((T))[y]/y ) --> HC2 (Q((T))[y]jy ), 

the higher order terms must be negligible. 
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Now, if we assume that n = 2, then the Hochschild cycles 
-I -I -I -I -I -I -I -I (T(1 - T y) ® T ® (1 - T y)) - (T(1 - T y) ® (1 - T y) ® T ) 

and 
(1 ® y ® T- 1 - 1 ® T- 1 ® y) 

are homologous. (Their difference is the boundary of the chain 

(T ® T- 1 ® y ® T- 1) + t (1 ® T- 1 ® T- 1 Y ® y) 

- t(1 ® T-1y ® T- 1 ®y) - t(1 ®y ® T- 1 ® T-1y) 

+ t(1 ® y ® T-1y ® T- 1) + t(T- 1 ® y ® T- 1 ® y).) 

Thus, for n = 2, (p-I 0 Q)( {T- 1 , 1 - T- 1 y}) is the cyclic homology class of 
T - 1 y® . 

Now, we define a map 

to be the following composite: 

where (i) is the (cyclic) homology product with the element (p-I 0 Q) . 
( {T- 1 , 1 - T- 1 Y } ) , and (ii) is induced by the ring homomorphism T ~ r . 

We then have the following commutative diagram: 

jl 
Km+3(5\A[y]/yn)) 

where nand p are surjections, j is an injection, and the maps dn induce, in 
the limit, a map doo making a commutative diagram: 
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Passing to 0-typical curves, we get the following commutative diagram: 

g-0~ooK.(A) ~ HH._I (A) ~ HC._ 1 (A[[T]]) 

g-0~;t (A) ~ HH.(A) jD2 
00 .+1 

1i 
HC.(A[y]//) ~HC.(S(A[Y1l/)). 

The map J is the composite 

HH*_I (A) ---t iiiI*_1 (A[[T]]) !... HC*_I (A[[T]]) 

in which the first arrow is the map a 1-+ a#T (where # denotes the shuffle prod-
uct on Hochschild homology, and T is viewed as an element of iiiIo(Q[[T]])) . 

Now, if x E HHm{A) , we calculate D2(J(x)). By Corollary 3.8 and formula 
3.2 of [LQ], 

~ -I ~ 

D2(J(x)) = ¢(cls(y ® T ) * J(x#T)) 

= ¢oJ{cls(y® T-1)#B(x#T)} 

where ¢ is the map on homology induced by the homomorphism of rings 
A((T))[Y]/i ---t S(A[Y1li) and where * is the product in cyclic homology. 

If x is the class of the Hochschild chain Xo ® ... ® xm ' this means that 

D,(J(x)) ~ ¢ (clS {E(-I)im+j(y ®xi ® ... ® r' ® ... ® x i_, }) 

where the T- 1 occurs in the j + 1 position and the entry in the m - i + 2 
position is Txo' 

Let z be the Hochschild chain for the ring C(A[Y1li) defined by 

" )im+J ) Z= ~(-1 (y®xi®···®a®",®xi_1 
i ,J 

where the Xi'S are scalar matrices, the m - i + 2 term in the sum is rxo ' and 

If b denotes the Hochschild boundary, then bz is a sum of commutators, the 
only nonzero elements of which are 

" im+1 ~(-1) (y®xi®",®xm®exo®",®xi_l) 

where e = ar - ra (that is, the matrix having 1 in the upper left corner and 
zeros elsewhere). 
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For convenience, we shorten A[y]/i to R for the rest of the calculation_ 
Let ~(R) denote the sub ring of diagonal matrices in C(R) _ Note that e is a 
central idempotent in ~(R) and that bz is a chain in the Hochschild complex 
~(~(R» _ ~(~(R» is the direct sum of three sUbcomplexes: ~(e~(R», 
~((1 - e)~(R)), and the complex of "mixed" terms, ~(~(R)mix) _ Since the 
projection onto the sum of the first two of these induces an isomorphism on 
homology, ~(~(R)mix) is acyclic. It is easy to see that the element bz of 
~(~(R)) can be written in the form 

"'( im+1 ) ~ -1) (ey®exi®···®exm®exO···exi_1 +v 
i 

where v E ~(~(R)mix)' Moreover, the first of these terms is a cycle (since 
it is just Bx#y). Thus v is a boundary of the subcomplex ~(~(R»-say 
v = bu. Then b(z - u) = Bx#y and the homology class of the image of 
z - u in ~(S(R)) is the element D2(J(x». It follows that the suspension 
homomorphism 

~ 2 ~ ~ 2 
HC.(A[y]/y ) ..... HC.+ 1(S(A[y]/y » 

maps cls(Bx#y) to D2(J(x)). 
We have therefore proved the following result. 

Theorem 2.8. Let A be a Q-algebra that satisfies the K -theoretic curves 
condition. Then there is an isomorphism of complexes from the complex 
(g-0~ooK.+1(A), 8) to the complex (HH.(A) , B), where B is Connes' op-
erator on the Hochschild homology groups of A. 
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